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This article is from the Dallas Chapter and is the third in a new series submitted by SIPES Members
and Chapters. The Dallas Chapter is organizing a field trip on May 6-8, 2016 to the Wichita
Mountains to be led by the author. Registration information is available on Page 27.
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The Wichita Mountains are a region of rugged terrain that rises out of the rolling plains
of southwestern Oklahoma (Figure 1, shown
on Page 24). Exposures are dominated by
igneous rocks and trend N71°W for 70 miles
(110 km) from near the city of Lawton,

Oklahoma to the small-but-aptly-named hamlet of Granite, Oklahoma. They are 18 miles
(30 km) at their widest (perpendicular to the
axis trend). The southeastern portion is nearcontinuous exposure of rhyolite and granite
among its rocky valleys and peaks (Figure 2,
below). On its northeast flank, the mountains
are less rugged, part of a faulted block that
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Figure 2. A geologic map of the Wichita Mountains. Felsic igneous rocks are in warm colors, mafic rocks
are in blues, and the carbonate-dominated rocks of the lower Paleozoic are in green. Modified from Powell
et al. (1980) with data from Stanley and Miller (2004); Stanley et al. (2005) and references therein.
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National, State & Environmental Information
The following reports on national, state, and environmental
information were prepared by SIPES Vice President of National
Energy Patrick Nye, State Legislative Affairs Chairman Gary
Huber, and Environmental Committee Chair John Kimberly.
The views and opinions expressed are those of the authors. Some of
the information presented is in the public domain and is available
from a variety of sources; other references were selected by the
authors, and are noted in their reports.

 NATIONAL ENERGY
Are We There Yet?
Negative news on oil pricing resulted in
many oil companies finding a lump of coal in
their Christmas stockings last year. Oil pricing forecasts by ten banks surveyed in March
2015 predicted $50 per barrel or better for
the fourth quarter 2015. What happened
since then is the biggest oil price decline in
Patrick Nye
history. Analysts say that they forgot the lesson that “supply driven” downturns last longer than “demand
driven” price drops like what was experienced in 2009.
Demand driven markets responded within months of the precipitous price drop as markets reached equilibrium fairly
quickly. Supply driven markets, as we experienced in the early
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'80s, can last longer as the production supplies are slow to
decline. This is the result of OPEC-increased production, and
the non-OPEC producers showing more resilience than
expected. U.S. production, although on a decline, still remains
at multi-decade highs. EIA also predicts that Canada, Russia,
China and Norway are all expected to report annual production gains in 2015. Add Iran to the mix, and oversupply will be
the buzz word for 2016. Miswin Mahesh, Barclays commodities analyst, stated that although the current price of sub $30
oil has some room to fall further, “(he) believes markets will
rally by mid-year 2016.” Iran is likely to add 300,000 barrels
of crude by the first quarter of 2016, but will have difficulty
locating markets since the oil grade is already in oversupply,
and producers like Saudi Arabia and Russia are likely to
become more competitive on the pricing front according to
the IEA.
Natural gas pricing hit a 21-year low in December 2015,
due, in large part, to an extremely warm winter caused by El
Niño. (Figure 1). The long-range forecast seems to indicate
unseasonably warm weather in the northeastern part of the
U.S., and is expected to continue to be milder than last year.
The effects of warm weather, coupled with reduced consumption and natural gas inventories at near maximum
capacities, have the commodities market spooked. A
December 15th Wall Street Journal article reported that natural gas futures are at all-time lows as far out as 2028. Ouch!!
Natural gas had a short-term rally in December, as stockpiles
dropped for several weeks. Warm weather, again responsible
for weak inventory withdraws in mid-January, resulted in
prices falling to just above $2.00/MCF.
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NATIONAL, STATE & ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION CONTINUED
The U.S. isn’t alone in the struggles to overcome the low oil
prices. Canada’s unemployment jumped from 4.6% to 6.9%
translating into 40,000 oil and natural gas jobs lost in 2015
according to Bloomberg Business. Canadian producers are
forecast to spend 11% less in 2016 on the heels of 30% spending
cuts in 2015. While Canadian energy stocks have free-fallen
over the past year, Todd Hirsch, chief economist at ATB
Financial, predicts that this trend will turn around in the second half of 2016 when the job market stabilizes. (Figure 2).
We all hope so!

Shifting Sands in Saudi Arabia

Missile Strike in Saudi Arabia
Houthi rebels targeted a Saudi oil installation near the city of
Jizan, in the southwestern part of the country, claiming a hit on
the Aramco Oil Company on December 21, 2015. (Figure 3).
Saudi Arabia confirmed the attack, but said the missile had
been intercepted by the kingdom’s air defense systems and
that all facilities in the area were managing safe and normal
operations. This attack follows an earlier rebel missile strike
that killed 152 coalition troops, including Saudi and Emirati
Gulf commanders on December 14, 2015 near the city of Taiz.
Taiz is a strategically important military city that is near the
strait of Bab al-Mandab where the passage of 3.8 million barrels of oil occurs every day. (Figure 4).

Figure 2.

And the Good News
Daniel Yergin, in a December interview with CNBC, stated
that although the next two quarters of 2016 will be tough on
crude prices, it will be the year of transition. Mr. Yergin says
that the oil markets “can’t stay low like this for too long”
because world demand will increase by 7 million barrels of oil
per day by 2020. To be able to sustain this growth, the investment needed will require higher prices. He predicts that global
oil supply and demand will balance by late 2016 or 2017 and
prices may rise to $70-80 a barrel by the end of the decade.
David Zusman, chief investment officer at Talara Capital
Management, is a bit more optimistic and believes a rally in the
second half of 2016 is imminent. In a Wall Street Journal article, he says, “by the time you get into the middle part of next
year, I think it will become more self-evident that the rebalancing process is underway, that supply is really coming down.”
The U.S. Congress voted to repeal the 40-year ban on
exporting U.S. crude this past December by a confident vote
margin of 65-33. Proponents argued successfully that lifting
the ban would increase U.S. oil security and give allies an alternate crude source to OPEC. Energy Information Administration’s 58-page study indicated that petroleum product
prices would either remain unchanged or slightly reduced by
lifting the ban. Additionally, refining infrastructure built over
the past decades was located to handle specific grades of
imported crude while the U.S. shale plays are of lighter gravities and harder for the current refining processors to utilize
efficiently.
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Figure 3. Two ballistic missiles fired from
Yemen at Saudi Arabia.

Figure 4.
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Deficit Spending in Saudi Arabia
Bloomberg reported December 28, 2015 that Saudi Arabia
plans to cut subsidies and sell interests in government entities
as a means to finance deficits as a result of oil revenue shortfalls. In 2015, the Saudi’s saw a $100 billion deficit causing the
government to draw on reserves and the issuing of bonds for
the first time in a decade. (Figure 5). The new budget allocates the largest component of costs to go towards military and
security spending as a result of the conflict in Yemen (and
Syria), while also relying on curtailments of domestic fuel,
water and electricity subsidies through re-pricing over the next
five years. These plans suggest that the Saudis are not counting on a price of oil recovery, but instead are planning on a
multi-year policy of maintaining the current levels of production and pricing. Standard & Poor downgraded Saudi Arabia in
October 2015 and warned of future downgrades if the Saudis
fail to reverse their deficit spending. The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) announced that Saudi Arabia could run
out of cash within five years if oil stays at $50 per barrel.
Currently the price of Saudi crude is selling for $28 per barrel
and the IMF says the Saudis need $106 per barrel to balance
their budget.

Figure 5.

Saudi's Deficit Squeeze

Ellie Ponders

Two Princes — One Throne
Meanwhile, the world is watching for political troubles in the
Saudi Kingdom as there is discord among the public, as well as
the hundreds of royals, concerning the leadership of the current regime. King Salman bin Abdulaziz was proclaimed King
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia on January 23, 2015, upon the
death of his predecessor, King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz. In
early October, he was hospitalized after an attempt to hurt
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Figure 6. Saudi Crown Prince and Interior Minister Prince
Mohammed bin Nayef (left) and Saudi Defense Minister and
King Salman's son Mohammed bin Salman (right). Picture: AFP

himself. Now it is reported that he is suffering from dementia.
First in line to the throne is Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Nayef, the King’s 56-year old nephew, and King Salman’s
favorite son, Mohammed bin Salman, 30, is the Deputy Crown
Prince, Defense Minister, and head of Aramco Oil Company.
(Figure 6). Analysts and diplomats say there is a power struggle going on between the two princes, one of which will
inherit a costly war in Yemen against the Iranian-backed
Houthi rebels, rising jihadist violence, and budgetary deficits,
a result of falling oil prices. The Kingdom’s rulers are also facing criticism for the double tragedies at Hajj, where 100 pilgrims died from the collapse of a construction crane and more
than 2,200 died as a result of a stampede at the annual Muslim
pilgrimage. One of King Salman’s official titles is Custodian of
the Two Holy Mosques. An article published by Independent in
October 2015, stated that eight of the twelve sons are supporting a move to oust King Salman and replace him with his
brother, Prince Ahmed bin Abdulaziz, 73, a former Interior
Minister. It appears that the Arabian sands are shifting.

In Summary
So it appears that the oil industry will continue to be riding
on the shifting sands of Saudi Arabia and OPEC’s production
rates. Although the forecast consensus is for crude pricing to
fluctuate for the next six months to a year, conflicts within the
Saudi Kingdom, as well as the military conflicts in the region
could be a game changer overnight.
Here in this great country, we have some headwinds to overcome. Many of us have been here before and know that it will
take time to journey through this downturn. So what do we do
in the meantime?
I am reminded of a line from one of my favorite songs from
Jimmy Buffett when he wrote about the survivors of Hurricane
Katrina. Try this, it helps!
“Breathe in………., breathe out………., move on!”
(Continued)
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 STATE LEGISLATIVE NEWS
States

California
A massive gas leak near Los Angeles has
caused new legislation in California. On
JJanuary 11, 2016, California lawmakers proposed stronger regulations to prevent a natural gas storage leak like one that has sickened
some residents and driven thousands from
their homes. The legislation is intended to
prevent future uncontrolled leaks such as
Gary Huber
this one, which has persisted for nearly three
months in the San Fernando Valley. More than 4,500 families
either plan to or have moved out of the area while Southern
California Gas Company tries to stop the leak. It has cost the
company more than $50 million, and the leak is not expected
to be plugged until March. The legislation complements an
emergency declaration from the governor and would require
the gas company to pay environmental costs, and for relocation of residents, and not pass the costs along to ratepayers.
Additionally, another bill would prevent the company from
storing more gas into vacant oil fields a mile and a half underground until regulators determine the facility is safe.

Colorado
In late December 2016, Coloradans Resisting Extreme
Energy Development (CREED) announced a series of ballot
initiatives targeting the oil and natural gas industry – including
a statewide ban on hydraulic fracturing. So far the campaign in
Colorado has largely failed to attract much support; Energy In
Depth reported “Last month, the activists failed to show up
when the eyes of the country were trained on Colorado for the
Republican presidential debate in Boulder … when the New
York Times reported that “anti-fracking activists are organizing
a march that they hope will draw thousands of people.” This
came after an activist group was forced to cancel an antifracking rally earlier this year when just one person RSVP’d.”
In early December 2015, the Colorado Supreme Court heard
two appeals challenging the legality of Longmont's ban and
Fort Collins' five-year moratorium on hydraulic fracturing. In
both of these appeals, the Colorado Oil and Gas Association
(COGA) was a party to the cases. The main issues in these
cases are the extent to which home rule governments can ban
an activity extensively regulated by the state. While local governments can regulate certain aspects of land uses pertaining
to hydraulic fracturing operations, COGA argued to the
supreme court that the cities may not ban the activity altogether. COGA is optimistic that the supreme court will rule in
favor of the current law and confirm the illegality of local
hydraulic fracturing bans. A ruling is expected in early 2016.
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Florida
A Senate committee approved a bill on January 13, 2016,
that tosses out local ordinances regulating or banning fracking,
giving the state control of overseeing the drilling. SB 318,
which would create a specific state permit process for fracking,
and prohibit any new permits until the state Department of
Environmental Protection conducts a yearlong study. The
sponsor of the bill stated “Rather than having 400 different
policies out there, this will create one uniform set of rules the
entire state can follow." The bill must pass two other committees before the full Senate considers it.

Oklahoma
In early January 2016, at least a dozen earthquakes hit an
area north of Oklahoma City in less than a week. Among the
earthquakes to hit the area was a 4.2 magnitude tremor on
New Year’s Day that caused minor damage but no injuries.
This earthquake was reported to be one of the strongest ever
recorded in the state. Initially, the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission ordered injection well operators to reduce disposal volumes in five wastewater injection wells operating
within 10 miles of the center of the earthquake. Subsequently,
the Commission ordered 27 Arbuckle disposal wells, covering
an area of approximately 36 miles by 20 miles, to reduce wastewater disposal volume. The Commission also reported that a
much larger approach to the earthquakes in northwestern
Oklahoma is needed, and that work is underway on such a
plan.

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania is in the process of greatly expanding its oil and
gas regulations. On January 6, 2016, the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) sent the final
“Environmental Protection Performance Standards at Oil and
Gas Well Sites” to the state Environmental Quality Board
(EQB). The proposed rules were developed over a four-year
period and were written with a large amount of public participation including a dozen public hearings, two public comment
periods that attracted almost 28,000 comments, and twenty
meetings with the Oil and Gas Technical Advisory Board and
Conventional Oil and Gas Advisory Committee. The transmittal to EQB included more than 2,800 pages of materials to
support the rulemaking, and contains a comment and response
section, in which every one of the almost 28,000 comments
were addressed by DEP. The Environmental Quality Board
will now review the final-form rulemaking package, and once
adopted, will be reviewed by the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission.

Federal
On December 18, 2015, Congress passed the 2,000-page
budget bill which President Obama subsequently signed into
law. The bill funds the government through September 2016,
(Continued)
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and importantly, it contains a section which lifts a four-decadeold ban on exporting U.S. crude oil. In January 2016, the first
overseas shipments of crude oil commenced from the U.S.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) continues its march forward towards implementing new regulations
to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and volatile organic
compounds from the oil and natural gas industry. On September
18, 2015, the EPA published its proposed rules with public
comments to be closed on November 17th; however, the comment period was extended to December 4, 2015. The EPA is
expecting the final rule making to be completed in June 2016.

Sources
Fuel Fix, California web article, January 12, 2016
The Washington Post, California web article, January 11, 2016
Energy in Depth, Colorado web article, December 28, 2015
Colorado Oil and Gas Association, Press Release,
December 9, 2015
Naples Daily News, Florida web article, January 13, 2016
Oklahoma Corporation Commission, Press Release,
January 13, 2016
Reuters, Oklahoma web article, January 10, 2016
The Washington Post, Oklahoma web article, January 4, 2016
PRNewswire, Pennsylvania News Release, January 6, 2016
Reuters, lifting crude oil ban web article, December 18, 2015
EPA, website Regulatory Actions, August 18 and
November 3, 2015

 ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
U.S. House Committee on
Science, Space & Technology
2 February 2016
Testimony of John R. Christy
University of Alabama in Huntsville

climate, (2) our basic understanding of climate change and (3)
the effect that regulations, such as the Paris agreement, might
have on climate. I have also attached an extract from my Senate
Testimony last December in which I address (1) the popular
notion that extreme climate events are increasing due to
human-induced climate change (they are not), and (2) the
unfortunate direction research in this area has taken.
My research area might be best described as building datasets from scratch to advance our understanding of what the
climate is doing and why – an activity I began as a teenager
over 50 years ago. I have used traditional surface observations
as well as measurements from balloons and satellites to document the climate story. Many of our UAH datasets are used to
test hypotheses of climate variability and change.

(1.1) Upper air temperature data from
satellites and balloons
I shall begin with a discussion that was precipitated by an
increasingly active campaign of negative assertions made
against the observations, i.e., the data, of upper air temperatures. Figure 1 in particular has drawn considerable attention
from those who view the climate system as undergoing a rapid,
human-caused transformation into a climate to which people
would have great difficulty adapting. This simple chart tells
the story that the average model projection, on which their
fears (or hopes?) are based, does poorly for the fundamental
temperature metric that is allegedly the most responsive to
extra greenhouse gases — the bulk atmospheric temperature
of the layer from the surface to 50,000 feet. [The layer shown
is known as the mid-troposphere or MT and is used because it
overlaps with the region of the tropical atmosphere that has

Following is testimony of Dr. John R. Christy
before the U.S. House Committee on Science,
S
Space & Technology on February 2, 2016. Dr.
Christy has impeccable credentials as a climatologist as outlined at the beginning of the article
J h Kimberly
Ki b l
John
and over his career has assembled an impressive
array of temperature datasets. His data do not conform to the models of other scientists, which are being used to make national policy
decisions related to the environment. The testimony is long so this
edition only contains the first part. For those of you who would like
to read the whole report go to sipes.org /jrctestimony.
I am John R. Christy, Distinguished Professor of Atmospheric
Science, Alabama’s State Climatologist and Director of the
Earth System Science Center at The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. I have served as lead author, contributing author
and reviewer of United Nations IPCC assessments, have been
awarded NASA’s Medal for Exceptional Scientific
Achievement, and in 2002 was elected a fellow of the American
Meteorological Society.
It is a privilege for me to offer my analysis of the current
situation regarding (1) the temperature datasets used to study
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Figure 1. Five-year averaged values of annual mean (1979-2015)
global bulk (termed “midtropospheric” or “MT”) temperature as
depicted by the average of 102 IPCC CMIP5 climate models (line),
the average of 3 satellite datasets (squares - UAH, RSS, NOAA) and
4 balloon datasets (circles, NOAA, UKMet, RICH, RAOBCORE).

(Continued)
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the largest anticipated signature of the greenhouse response by
bulk mass – between 20,000 and 50,000 feet.] The chart indicates that the theory of how climate changes occur, and the
associated impact of extra greenhouse gases, is not understood
well enough to even reproduce the past climate [much more in
section (2)]. Indeed, the models clearly overcook the atmosphere. The issue for congress here is that such demonstrably
deficient model projections are being used to make policy.
Because this result challenges the current theory of greenhouse warming in relatively straightforward fashion, there
have been several well-funded attacks on those of us who build
and use such datasets and on the datasets themselves. As a
climate scientist I’ve found myself, along with fellow likeminded colleagues, tossed into a world more closely associated
with character assassination and misdirection, found in
Washington politics for example, rather than objective, dispassionate discourse commonly assumed for the scientific endeavor. Investigations of us by congress and the media are spurred
by the idea that anyone who disagrees with the climate establishment’s view of dangerous climate change must be on the
payroll of scurrilous organizations or otherwise mentally deficient. Also thrust into this milieu is promotional material, i.e.,
propaganda, attempting to discredit these data (and researchers) with claims that amount to nothing.
Several of these allegations against the data appeared a few
weeks ago in the form of a well-made video. I shall address the
main assertions with the following material, which in similar
form has appeared in the peer-reviewed literature through the
years.
The video of interest was promoted by a climate change
pressure group (Yale Climate Connections, http://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2016/01/over-reliance-on-satellitedata-alone-criticized/) in which well-known scientists make
claims that are mostly meaningless or completely wrong relative to the evidence in Figure 1. I wish to make four points
regarding the video and demonstrate the misdirection for
which such agendized videos, along with a happily mimicking
media, are so famous.
First, the claim is made the satellites do not measure temperature. In reality, the sensors on satellites measure temperature by emitted radiation — the same method that a physician
uses to measure your body temperature to high precision using
an ear probe. Atmospheric oxygen emits microwaves, the
intensity of which is directly proportional to the temperature
of the oxygen, and thus the atmosphere. That the satellites
measure temperature is evident by the following chart which
compares our UAH satellite data with temperatures calculated
from balloon thermistors. As an aside, most surface temperature measurements are indirect, using electronic resistance.
Secondly, the scientists claim that the vertical drop (orbital
decay) of the satellites due to atmospheric friction causes spurious cooling through time. This vertical fall has an immeasurable impact on the layer (MT) used here and so is a meaningless claim. In much earlier versions of another layer product
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Figure 2. Average temperature variations measured at 59
radiosonde stations in the U.S. (VIZ manufacturer) and Australia.

(LT or Lower Troposphere), this was a problem, but was easily corrected almost 20 years ago. Thus, bringing up issues that
affected a different variable that, in any case, was fixed many
years ago is a clear misdirection that, in my view, demonstrates
the weakness of their position.
Thirdly, the scientists speak of the spurious temperature
changes that occur as the satellites drift in the east-west direction, the so-called diurnal drift problem (which was first
detected and accounted for by us). They speak of a sign error
in the correction procedure that changed the trend. Again, this
error was not a factor in the MT layer in Figure 1, but for the
different LT layer. And, again, this issue was dealt with for LT
10 years ago.
Finally, though not specifically mentioned in this video,
some of these scientists claim Figure 1 is somehow manipulated to hide their belief in the prowess and validity of the climate models. To this, on the contrary, I say that we have displayed the data in its most meaningful way. The issue here is
the rate of warming of the bulk atmosphere, i.e., the trend.
This metric tells us how rapidly heat is accumulating in the
atmosphere – the fundamental metric of global warming. To
depict this visually, I have adjusted all of the datasets so that
they have a common origin. Think of this analogy: I have run
over 500 races in the past 25 years, and in each one all of the
runners start at the same place at the same time for the simple
purpose of determining who is fastest and by how much at the
finish line. Obviously, the overall relative speed of the runners
is most clearly determined by their placement as they cross the
finish line – but they must all start together.
In the same way I constructed the chart so that the trend line
of all of the temperature time series starts at the same point in
magnitude and time (zero value at 1979) so the viewer may see
how wide the spread is at the finish line (2015). One way to
look at this is seen in Figure 3 where I provide what is seen in
Figure 1, except this is only the trend line without the variations that occur from year to year due to volcanoes and such.
(Continued on Page 8)
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President's Column
D. Craig Smith, #3124
Midland, Texas

As I was preparing this column, I recently
h
heard about the passing of A. T. “Toby”
Carleton, #165. Toby was a long-time, dedicated and active SIPES member, holding
m
many local and national positions including
SIPES National President in 2000-01. He
w
was awarded honorary membership status in
2004. In addition to his dedicated service to
Craig Smith
h
SIPES, he served in many capacities with
AAPG including as president in 1994-95. He also served as
president of the West Texas Geological Society in 1981-82,
and was an honorary lifetime member of WTGS. Everyone
holds a different story of him, and I always recall that among
his many business interests over the years, Toby was a general
partner in Structuremaps, Ltd., a commercial geologic mapping service in Midland. I spent many hours in my early geologic career pouring over those maps. They were, and still are,

truly invaluable references. He was a pioneer in the oil and gas
industry, and a friend and mentor to many of our members.
He will be sorely missed.
Having recently lost my own father, long-time Midland oil
man Darrell E. Smith, I cannot help but reflect on the void
that the passing of such men leaves behind. Their knowledge
and experience were legion and cannot be easily or perhaps
ever replaced. These pioneers endured and survived many
down cycles in the oil and gas industry, such as the one we
find ourselves in today, through perseverance, insight, innovation, and stubborn determination. Perhaps their example can
be a light by which to guide us.
I’ll switch gears now and talk SIPES business for a moment.
It is that time of year when our national organization sends
dues statements to our members, and also asks for support in
the way of sponsorships and ads for our national convention
and its accompanying publications. With low oil and gas
prices it is understandably not a time when members enjoy
paying such bills. But, please remember that our fellowship
(Continued on Page 9)
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Figure 3. The linear trend line over the period 1979-2015. The
colors represent the same source data as in Figure 1.

This is analogous to plotting the overall average speed of a
runner along the course even though they likely ran slower on
an uphill, and faster on a downhill.
This image indicates the models, on average, warm this
global layer about 2.5 times faster than the observations indicate. This is a significant difference that has not been
explained and indicates the theory of greenhouse impact on
atmospheric temperature is not sufficiently known to even
reproduce what has already happened. We are not talking
about 10 or 15 years here, but 37 years — well over a third of
a century. That two very independent types of measuring
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systems (balloons and satellites) constructed by a variety of
institutions (government, university, private) all showing the
much slower rate of warming gives high confidence in its
result. Thus, the evidence here strongly suggests the theory,
as embodied in models, goes much too far in forcing the atmosphere to retain heat when in reality the atmosphere has a
means to relinquish that heat and thus warms at a much
slower rate.
I’ve shown here that for the global bulk atmosphere, the
models overwarm the atmosphere by a factor of about 2.5. As
a further note, if one focuses on the tropics, the models show
an even stronger greenhouse warming in this layer. However,
a similar calculation with observations as shown in Figure 3
indicates the models over-warm the tropical atmosphere by a
factor of approximately 3, (Models +0.265, Satellites +0.095,
Balloons +0.073 °C/decade) again indicating the current theory is at odds with the facts. (See section 2 online at sipes.org/
jrctestimony.)
It is a bold strategy in my view to actively promote the output of theoretical climate models while attacking the multiple
lines of evidence from observations. Note that none of the
observational datasets are perfect and continued scrutiny is
healthy, but when multiple, independent groups generate the
datasets and then when the results for two completely independent systems (balloons and satellites) agree closely with
each other and disagree with the model output, one is left
scratching one’s head at the decision to launch an offensive
against the data. This doesn’t make scientific sense to me.
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and networking possibilities, continuing educational opportunities, scholarship programs, and the insight into new technological developments that SIPES affords its members is truly
invaluable.
SIPES relies solely and primarily on members’ support.
Annual dues, the SIPES Cornerstone Group, and convention
ads and sponsorships are the lifeblood of our society. We do
not depend on support from outside service companies. All of
our operational funding comes from membership dues and
the generosity of our members.
Our upcoming National Convention will be held in August
in San Diego. We can all support SIPES through our sponsorships and advertising contributions.

In these difficult times for our geoscience community,
employment cuts by oil and gas companies will bring new
members to our ranks. They will strike out on their own just
as many of our current members came to be independents in
similar circumstances in previous oil and gas downturns.
Now, more than ever, it is important for us to continue to support SIPES so that our society can in turn effectively support
the independent professional earth science community.
Best Regards to all,
D. Craig Smith
SIPES National President



WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
In accordance with the SIPES Constitution, By-Laws & Code of Ethics, the following announcement of
new members unanimously approved by the SIPES Membership Committee during the last quarter is printed below.
Any member in possession of information which might possibly disqualify an applicant is asked to submit this information to the secretary of the society (Michael L. Jones) within thirty days of this publication.
To be considered, this information should be in writing and bear the writer's name. If this information is
received within thirty days after the publication of the applicant's name, the SIPES Board of Directors must
reconsider its previous approval of the applicant. The board's action, after consideration of such new information, shall be final.
Douglas H. McGinness II, National Membership Committee
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2015-2016 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP
Many thanks to the members listed below for their continuing support of our society
2016-2017 Cornerstone Group Members will be printed in the May 2016 Quarterly
 Oil Finder – $1200

Wilbur C. Bradley — Wichita, KS
William C. Burkett — Midland, TX
Stewart Chuber — Schulenburg, TX
Ralph J. Daigle — The Woodlands, TX
Kenneth J. Huffman — Mandeville, LA
Stephen D. Reynolds — Denver, CO
Eugene R. Sidwell — Amarillo, TX
Thomas A. Smith — Austin, TX
Paul M. Strunk — Corpus Christi, TX

 Driller – $750

Michael N. Austin — Westminster, CO
William D. Bennett — Fredericksburg, TX
Dennis M. Gleason — Arlington, TX
Walter S. Light, Jr. — Houston, TX
Charles A. Lundberg III — Dallas, TX
Marc D. Maddox — Midland, TX
D. Craig Smith — Midland, TX

 Prospector – $500

Avinash C. Ahuja — Corpus Christi,TX
Craig F. Anderson — Houston, TX
Thornton E. Anderson — Wichita, KS
Donna F. Balin — San Antonio, TX
James B. Bennett — Houston, TX
Raymond N. Blackhall — Cypress, TX
Earl P. Burke, Jr. — Houston, TX
Lanny O. Butner — Wichita, KS
Brian S. Calhoun — Corpus Christi, TX
George M. Carlstrom — Littleton, CO
Rex D. Coppedge — Fairview, TX
Edward K. David — Roswell, NM
Lawrence H. Davis — Oklahoma City, OK
Douglas A. Draves — Tonasket, WA
Ralph C. Duchin — Tucson, AZ
Arlen L. Edgar — Midland, TX
Thomas E. Ewing — San Antonio, TX
David A. Eyler — Midland, TX
William R. Finley — Lafayette, LA
Michael A. Fogarty — New Orleans, LA
Donald C. Gifford — Dallas, TX
Patrick J. F. Gratton — Dallas, TX
David G. Griffin — Midland, TX
W. Kenneth Hall — Fort Worth, TX
James H. Henderson — Dallas, TX
Gary C. Huber — Centennial, CO
George S. Johnson — Amarillo, TX
Ralph O. Kehle — The Hills, TX
J. Phil Martin, Jr. — Spring, TX
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Brian K. Miller — Midland, TX
Marvin A. Munchrath — Lafayette, LA
H. Jack Naumann, Jr. — Midland, TX
Patrick A. Nye — Corpus Christi, TX
Michael A. Oestmann — Midland, TX
J. David Overton — Midland, TX
Robert B. Owen — Corpus Christi, TX
Gary W. Palmer — San Antonio, TX
Arthur J. Pansze, Jr. — Arvada, CO
Hugh C. Pendery — Dallas, TX
Barry J. Rava — Houston, TX
Julius M. Ridgway — Ridgeland, MS
A. Scott Ritchie — Wichita, KS
James D. Robertson — Fort Worth, TX
Deborah K. Sacrey — Houston, TX
C. Randall Schott — Houston, TX
Delmer L. Sloan — Midland, TX
Michael R. Vasicek — Midland, TX
William G. Watson — Midland, TX
Jon R. Withrow * — Oklahoma City, OK
Mark A. Worthey — McKinney, TX

Lee M. Petersen — Weatherford, TX
John M. Rakowski — Florissant, CO
David L. Read — Highlands Ranch, CO
Eduardo A. Riddle — Corpus Christi, TX
Charles D. Schmidt — Valley Center, KS
George D. Severson — New Orleans, LA
Martin R. Shumway — Worthington, OH
Daniel L. Smith — Houston, TX
William M. Smith — Houston, TX
William M. Smith — Oklahoma City, OK
Stephen A. Sonnenberg — Golden, CO
John R. Stephens — Dallas, TX
C. Al Taylor, Jr. — Reston, VA
Robert E. Tehan — Oklahoma City, OK
James Travillo — Houston, TX
C. G. Tyner — Houston, TX
Scott A. Wainwright — Metairie, LA
Larry R. Wollschlager — Midland, TX
Steven P. Zody — Midland, TX
James M. Zotkiewicz — Metairie, LA

Fred H. Behnken — Midland, TX
Arthur E. Berman — Sugar Land, TX
Paul W. Britt — Houston, TX
Garnet W. Brock — Midland, TX
James R. Cleveland — Dallas, TX
Wendell R. Creech — Midland, TX
Marshall C. Crouch III — Golden, CO
Marlan W. Downey — Dallas, TX
Duncan D. Dubroff — Houston, TX
James P. Evans III — Franklin, LA
Robert B. Ferguson — San Juan Capistrano, CA
David R. Fox — Missouri City, TX
Roger A. Freidline — Midland, TX
William T. Goff III — Littleton, CO
Henry R. Hamman — Houston, TX
Stephen P. Hartzell — Houston, TX
Edward W. Heath — Durango, CO
Albert R. Hensley — Rockwall, TX
John D. Kullman — Midland, TX
Robert C. Leibrock — Fort Worth, TX
Bobby P. Long — Houston, TX
Peter MacKenzie — Worthington, OH
Robert H. Marshall — Houston, TX
Roger L. Martin — Wichita, KS
Brian F. Maxted — Dallas, TX
Christophe G. Mazzini — Dallas, TX
Wayne D. Miller — Midland, TX
James F. O’Connell — Amarillo, TX

William C. Bahlburg — Plano, TX
Norman K. Barker — Midland, TX
Don W. Beauchamp — Cheney, KS
Foy W. Boyd, Jr. — Midland, TX
Raul F. Brito — Wichita, KS
Glenn P. Burke — Houston, TX
Robert A. Cannon — Dallas, TX
Ricky D. Cherrington — Sugar Land, TX
William R. Guffey — Dallas, TX
Edward F. Haye — Houston, TX
Steve Hicks — Houston, TX
Alfred James III — Wichita, KS
Charles R. Jones — Austin, TX
William M. Kazmann — Richardson, TX
Thomas C. Klekamp — Mandeville, LA
James O. Lance, Jr. — Katy, TX
Wayne Lebsack — Lyons, KS
Eugene J. Lipstate — Lafayette, LA
Steven R. Lockwood — Austin, TX
Gregg A. McDonald — Oklahoma City, OK
Michael F. McKenzie — Lafayette, LA
Robert J. Moffat, Jr. — Shreveport, LA
William D. Neville — The Woodlands, TX
Terence G. O'Hare — Dallas, TX
F. X. O'Keefe — Denver, CO
Elwin M. Peacock — Houston, TX
David M. Pulling — Santa Fe, NM

 Roughneck – $250

 Investor – $100

(Continued on Page 11)

SIPES QUARTERLY

News of Members
The following members are serving as SIPES Chapter
Chairmen for 2016:

James L. Franks, #3253, of Oklahoma City;
Jerry D. Witte, #3305, of San Antonio;
Lanny O. Butner, #2639, of Wichita.

Howard E. Davenport, #2694, of Austin;
Brian S. Calhoun, #1586, of Corpus Christi;
Carol M. Shiels, #3007, of Dallas;
Constance N. Knight, #3089, of Denver;

JJim Franks
F k

JJerry W
Witte

LLanny Butner
B



Ward
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B
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Connie Knight
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K h

Robert D. Cowdery, #1836, of Wichita, Kansas, is serving
this year as the Public Relations Committee Chairman of the
Kansas Geological Society.


Serving on the Louisiana Board of Professional Geoscientists
are William R. Finley, #2167, of Lafayette, Louisiana, as Vice
Chairman, and Arthur H. Johnson, #3153, of Kenner,
Louisiana, as Treasurer.

Dan Earl Duggan, #3230, of Fort Worth;
James P. Mertz, #3445, of Houston;
Thomas E. Poché, #3282, of Lafayette;
Fred H. Behnken, #3393, of Midland;
Louis E. Lemarié, #1225, of New Orleans;

Bob Cowdery
JJames Mertz
M t
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P hé
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F
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Art Johnson



CORNERSTONE GROUP CONTINUED
Kenny G. Savoie — Grand Coteau, LA
Clifford H. Sherrod, Jr. — Midland, TX
Richard W. Thompson, Jr. — Plano, TX
George W. Todd — Gainesville, TX
Mitchell F. Veh, Jr. — Bellaire, TX
James P. Walker * — Oklahoma City, OK
Roy C. Walther — New Orleans, LA
Bonnie R. Weise — San Antonio, TX

Robert A. Cooksey — Richardson, TX
Jene C. Darmstetter — Wichita, KS
Charles E. Edwards — Houston, TX
Douglas R. Essler — Dallas, TX
Leonard S. Fowler — Savannah, TX
William J. Furlong — New Orleans, LA
Thomas E. Gentry — Midland, TX
Paul A. Hardwick — Houston, TX
Nolan Hirsch * — Midland, TX
Scout – $50
B. Wayne Hoskins — Euless, TX
Matthew D. Adams — Houston, TX
Michael D. Jones — Kingwood, TX
Bill D. Broughton * — Oklahoma City, OK Michael L. Jones — Houston, TX
Leo C. Carr — Midland, TX
Randall W. Koudele — Derby, KS
Martin M. Cassidy — Cypress, TX
Susan M. Landon — Golden, CO

FEBRUARY 2016

Henry C. Libby — Frisco, TX
Steven R. Lockwood — Austin, TX
Jereld E. McQueen — Kingwood, TX
Sam H. Peppiatt — Houston, TX
Rudolf B. Siegert * — Slidell, LA
Richard W. Thompson, Jr. — Plano, TX
John Troschinetz — Midland, TX
George B. Vockroth — Terry, MS
Gary S. Wagner — Houston, TX
Richard Wilkerson — Houston, TX
Gerrit Wind — Houston, TX
Rosilee Winn — Santa Fe, NM
* Deceased
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Chapter News
OKLAHOMA CITY
The Oklahoma City Chapter of SIPES
met at the Petroleum Club on October 7
for our monthly luncheon. Guest speaker for the day was Jeremy Boak, the new
director of the Oklahoma Geological
Survey in Norman, Oklahoma. He discussed the latest developments with the

Seated
d at the
h cocktail
k l party are (L
( to R clockwise)
l k
) John
h and
d Marion
M
Kimberly,
b l
Mike Jones, Patrick Nye, Kasey Vasicek, and Gary Huber.

Jeremy Boak, new director of the
Oklahoma Geological Survey speaking
at the October luncheon meeting.

survey, particularly with relation to
induced seismicity in central and north
central Oklahoma. He also discussed the
manpower situation at present at the
survey and at the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission. Dr. Boak is anxious to
explore other areas of Oklahoma geology including economic minerals and
environmental concerns for the state.
The SIPES National Board of
Directors held a quarterly meeting in
Oklahoma City and hosted a cocktail
party for local chapter officers at the
Colcord Hotel. National Directors also
attended the chapter’s October lunch.

SIPES National President Craig Smith (left)
with Past President Ralph Daigle enjoying
the cocktail party.
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At the October cocktail party are (L to R clockwise) National Directors Doug McGinness, Al
Taylor, Carol and David Shiels, Craig Smith, and Ralph Daigle.

President Craig Smith presented a
plaque to retiring Oklahoma City
Director Tom Smith.
On November 4, we met for lunch at
the Petroleum Club. Our guest speaker
was Jim Puckette from Oklahoma State
University. He discussed the influence
of post-Mississippian tectonics on the
thickness
and
distribution
of
Mississippian carbonates in northern
Oklahoma. Fault blocks along the
Nemaha Uplift have contributed to the
trapping of hundreds of millions of barrels of oil along the uplift. Important
stratigraphic cycles correlated across
multiple counties often truncate beneath
the Pennsylvanian unconformity. The
combination of tectonics, facies changes
and erosion have impacted migration

and filling of reservoirs in northern
Oklahoma.
The Oklahoma City Chapter does not
hold our regular meeting in December,
but instead holds our annual Christmas
party. We held our party in the Petroleum
Club on December 11th. We enjoyed
great fellowship, excellent food, and an
open bar for the evening. Entertainment
by Michael Kleid's "A Touch of Sax" was
greatly appreciated, and several members danced the evening away until the
very last minute. Many people seemed
reluctant for the evening to end. It was a
good time to reflect and enjoy the company of our fellow geologists and guests.
James Franks
Chairman


SIPES QUARTERLY

CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
AUSTIN
The Austin Chapter’s regular lunch
meeting is held the first Thursday of the
month at the County Line on the Hill
Restaurant from October through May.
For the first three meetings we heard
talks from speakers who presented at the
2015 SIPES Convention in Utah.
In October, our speaker was Tom
Ewing, #1610, with Frontera Exploration
Consultants. Tom, through the Bureau
of Economic Geology, is nearing the
completion of an illustrated book about

the geology of Texas that appeals to general audiences. The title of his talk was
“Building Texas: Insights from the
‘Texas Through Time’ Project.”
At our November meeting, Andrew
Scott of Altuda Energy Corp., discussed
the exploration potential of Proterozoic
systems.
Although
significant
Proterozoic systems occur worldwide,
these systems have remained largely
unexplored.
In December, the Austin Chapter listened to an inspirational talk by Gregg

Robertson, the geologist responsible for
unlocking the Eagle Ford shale. In addition to describing how he developed the
concept, Gregg discussed the pitfalls of
high density drilling and drilling in marginal areas. With falling energy prices,
he is anticipating many opportunities for
independents in the Eagle Ford. This
talk is available for viewing from the
SIPES Foundation Video Film Library.
Ward Davenport
Chairman


CORPUS CHRISTI
Our October speaker was David
Pursell, managing director and head of
securities at Tudor, Pickering, Holt &
Co. David’s topic was “2016 Crude Oil
Outlook: ‘Strong, Like Bull.’” David’s
background in petroleum engineering

At the Christmas Party are (from L clockwise) Mike Bergsma, Vickie and Tom Jones,
Frank and Diann Cornish, and Connie Bergsma.

October guest
speaker David
Pursell.

and his current responsibilities at TPH’s
for analysis of the global oil and gas market, including inventory and price forecasts, supply/demand modeling, and rig
count/production relationships allow
him to present an outlook on oil and gas
prices from a different perspective than
that seen by many people involved in the
stock markets only.
David’s talk was definitely bullish on
the future prices of oil and gas and his
methods for arriving at his conclusions
were refreshing. It was nice to see reasons for a positive outlook in the near
term as opposed to years in the future.

FEBRUARY 2016

Christmas Party attendees (from L clockwise) Mary Claughton, Marian and Sebastian
Wiedmann, Rajan Ahuja, and Jim Claughton.

Due to the holidays, there were no
technical meetings in November and
December. Our annual Christmas party
was held at the Corpus Christi Yacht
Club.
Officers for 2016 are: Chairman, Brian
Calhoun; Vice Chairman, TBA;

Secretary, Dawn Bissell; Treasurer,
Keith Baker; and Past Chairman, David
Desenberg. Pat Nye will continue as our
SIPES National Director.
Dawn Bissell
Secretary
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
DALLAS
Our final luncheon of the year was in
October, where Julie Garvin gave a very
informative talk on “The Search for
New Exploration Plays.”
In November, we co-hosted the 2015
Dallas E & P Forum at SMU with the
Dallas Geological Society. The topic this
year was “Carbonate Oil Reservoirs,
more than meets the eye” which had a

Don Muth speaking at the Dallas E & P Forum.

Anas Alhajji spoke at the Dallas E & P
Forum at SMU in November.

panel of six interesting and informative
speakers. I would like to give a special
thanks to Don Muth, #3083, for all his
hard work in making this event a success!
Our last event of the year was the
annual Holiday Party in December at
the Dallas Petroleum Club where our
members enjoyed an evening of good
food, drink and music from the Mike
Drake band.

Finally, I would like to thank my fellow
board and committee members, Pat
Cox, Neil Barman, Bill Crowder, Don
Muth, David Shiels and James
Henderson, for all their work in making
2015 a successful year. Chapter officers
for 2016 are: Carol Shiels, chair; Bob
Webster, vice chairman; John Stephens,
interim secretary; and Neil Barman,
treasurer.
John Stephens
Interim Secretary


SAN ANTONIO
The San Antonio Chapter enjoyed a
fast paced end of 2015. The subjects for
our October and November meetings
included a talk by a Halliburton representative on refracing, and an attorney
discussing legal issues for small oil and
gas companies. In December, the chapter participated in the All-Industry
Christmas Party with several San
Antonio area oil and gas affiliated associations. The San Antonio SIPES
Chapter also distributed financial awards
to outstanding students in geology and
engineering.
In October, Amit Sharma, technical
advisor with Halliburton’s South-East
Technical Team, gave a talk on refracing. He works in the Eagle Ford and
other unconventional plays. He said that
as of September 2015, the total rig count
in the U.S. had declined by around 56%
as compared to the year earlier due to a
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Amit Sharma, guest speaker at the October
luncheon.

sharp fall in oil prices. With tighter budgets and fewer dollars to spend on new
completions, refracing offers an opportunity to increase production at relative
lower cost compared to a new well.
Successful refracs not only reduce cost,
but also result in a higher return on
investment. Wells that are candidates

for refracs go through a selection and
diagnostic process to determine what
techniques will work best. There are
also new refracing techniques using biodegradable agents that can be used to
treat existing and new perforations in
the wellbore.
In November, Stephen Bressler,
Attorney at Law, talked on legal “vehicles” used by small oil and gas companies to protect themselves from liabilities so that they don’t affect the personal
lives and finances of owners.
In December, the SIPES San Antonio
Chapter joined with local chapters of
STGS, SAAPL, API, SPE, SAGS, and
Desk and Derrick for the All-Industry
Christmas Party. We trust the Christmas
Spirit will carry us through the year.
Doug McGookey
Secretary


SIPES QUARTERLY

CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
FORT WORTH
Our October meeting was held at the
Petroleum Club of Fort Worth on
October 7, with 38 members and guests
attending. The guest speaker was
Richard Strickland, Ph.D., PE, president of The Strickland Group (TSG).
TSG provides petroleum consulting services in the areas of geological and reservoir engineering. He has performed
studies on fields throughout the world.
Dr. Stickland has B.S., M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in petroleum engineering from
Texas A&M University. He was also an
associate professor of petroleum engineering at Texas A&M before joining
the consulting firm of Cawley, Gillespie
and Associates, Inc. (1982-2001) where
he served as president of the firm for
eleven years. Dr. Strickland was hired by
one of the major companies involved in
the Macondo blowout litigation brought
by the Department of Justice on behalf
of the U.S. Government against BP,
Transocean, Halliburton and others. He
was tasked with understanding the
causes of the blowout and quantifying
the volume of oil released to the environment. Dr. Strickland’s fascinating
talk stressed that Macondo was “a people failure, not an equipment failure.”
The reader is encouraged to open the

November guest speaker Mark Parker.

links at www.tsg.net/sipes for a comprehensive report on the matter.
Our November meeting was held on
November 4 with 59 members and
guests in attendance. The speaker was
Mark Parker, technology manager for
Halliburton in the Mid Continent Area
responsible for leveraging Halliburton
technology for improved production
results. He is active with AAPG, SPE,
industry consortiums and API workgroups dealing with fluid loss, formation
damage, proppant testing and specifications, and conductivity testing. He is
author and co-author on several SPE
papers covering hydraulic fracturing,
and has contributed to several patents.
He has a B.S. degree in geology from the
University of Wisconsin – Oshkosh, and

an M.S. degree in environmental science from the University of Oklahoma.
He has over thirty-five years of service
in the oil and gas industry with
Halliburton. His talk was “Refracturing
- Capturing New Production with New
Technology.”
Industry studies have shown that typically 30% of the wellbore is contributing
75% of total production due to inefficient primary stimulation of horizontal
wells. Typical recovery factors are lower
than 10% in shale/tight formations, suggesting significant bypassed reserves.
Bypassed reserves can be economically
recovered with ReFracs, whether from a
single well, from pad locations or leveraging field development. Improving production through refracturing can provide for a balanced production portfolio.
Successful refracturing depends on candidate selection to identify the best wells
considering the production potential,
the original completion, and the wellbore. Engineered refrac design will be
critical for contacting the bypassed
reserves. Proper execution will focus on
placing the fractures in the area of highest potential. Finally, evaluation technology will focus on determining success and providing insight for improved
execution on the next refrac.
(Continued)

IN MEMORIAM
We regret to note the passing of the following members:
A.T. (Toby) Carleton, Jr.
A
#165
of Midland, Texas
who died on
February 7, 2016

Granville O. Dutton,
#1633
of Dallas, Texas
who died on
January 3, 2016

FEBRUARY 2016

Jaser N. Rafidi, #1376
of Metairie, Louisiana
who died on
August 19, 2015
Rodney K. Rymer, #2947
of Opelousas, Louisiana
who died on
August 28, 2015
Raymond W. Stephens,
Jr., #2325
of Covington, Louisiana
who died on
October 20, 2015

James P. Walker, #2132
of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
who died on
August 24, 2015

Jon R. Withrow, #910
of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
who died on
October 19, 2015
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
At the November meeting, Wayne
Hoskins, former Fort Worth Chapter
Chairman, and current national director,
was honored for his outstanding service
to the chapter. He was presented with an
award by Dennis Gleason, former SIPES
National President.
Our December meeting was held on
December 2 with 30 members and

Dennis Gleason (right) presenting the Fort
Worth Chapter Outstanding Service Award
to Wayne Hoskins.

guests. Our special guest was Diane
Finstrom, SIPES Executive Director.
The guest speaker was Janice Brown of
Schlumberger. Ms. Brown has a geology
degree from The University of Texas at
Dallas. She worked for Sun Oil in exploration for eighteen years in the Anadarko,
Arkoma, and Midland Basins. She consulted for Mobil Oil in Dallas, before
joining Schlumberger. She has worked at
Schlumberger in Dallas-Fort Worth for
eighteen years, currently analyzing borehole images. Her talk was “Advanced
Logging Techniques: Borehole imaging.” Geologists and petrophysicists use
image logs to visualize rocks in situ and
determine structural geometry and formation properties. Image data help them
analyze reservoir properties such as heterogeneity, sedimentary conditions and
structural features, including fractures,
folds, and faults. Engineers have found
that acquiring images in oil-based mud
systems is difficult because the insulating properties of oil often renders con-

Guest speaker Janice Brown and Chapter
Chairman Dan Earl Duggan at the
December meeting.

ductivity-based imaging tools ineffective, especially for fracture analysis.
That limitation has been addressed with
a newly introduced imaging tool for oilbased mud systems. This tool is considered a “quantum leap” for oil-based
imaging.
Bob Leibrock
Secretary


WANTED:

UPSTREAM
OPPORTUNITIES

Privately owned company seeking to
expand activity in the Permian Basin
(with focus on the Central Basin Platform),
Eastern Shelf and East Texas.
• Leasehold Acreage • WI (Op. or Non-Op.)
• Lease Banking
• Production
• Farm-Out
• O.R.R.I.

SCR E
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NERGY

Call David Fitzell at (214) 390-2901
SIPES QUARTERLY

CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
WICHITA
A Wichita Chapter member was featured in the Wichita Eagle newspaper
this fall. I. Wayne Woolsey, #347, is 84
years young and still going strong. The
article was about octogenarians still in
the workforce. How active is Wayne
with his company? He’s still in good
health, he said, although he’s “screwed
together” with screws and metal plates
in his back and jaw and has two artificial
knees. “I have a time getting through
airports,” he said. Woolsey said he still
works because he likes it, and it’s certainly better than some of the alternatives.

DENVER
The Denver Chapter was on hiatus
over the summer but has heard two
interesting talks so far this fall.
In October, James P. ( Jim) Rogers,
#1940, gave a talk entitled “Late
Paleozoic Yuma Arch, Colorado and
Nebraska: Implications for Oil
Exploration in Pennsylvanian Carbonate
Reservoirs.” Jim is a long-time Denver
consultant, as the founder of National
Geological Services in 1979. He now is
involved with independent exploration
efforts in Kansas. He is also a former
chairman of the Denver SIPES Chapter.
In Jim’s talk, he proposes a major
structural feature in the northeast margin of the Denver Basin he calls the
Yuma Arch. It was initially uplifted during the Paleozoic, but is largely masked

I. Wayne Woolsey, #347.



by the Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary
tectonic events. There is not enough
pre-Cretaceous control to define the
exact location, but subsurface studies
show that it occupies most of Yuma,
Sedgwick and Phillips counties,
Colorado and Deuel County, Nebraska.
Biostratigraphy was key to clarifying the
correlation of classical Pennsylvanian
strata. Aeromagnetic data also helped
characterize the PreCambrian crystalline core of the Arch. Studies of
Paleozoic source rocks and migration
pathways were conducted over the central and northeastern Denver Basin.
These studies indicate that the immediate west flank and the crest of the Yuma
Arch provide a significant regional
catchment of oil in Paleozoic strata, and
should be a target for future exploration.

2015 Chapter
Ch t Chairman
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O t b speaker
k Jim
Ji Rogers
R
the SIPES beer glass. Jim is accompanied by his co-authors Bill Pearson (left) and Mark
Longman (right).
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Best business advice he ever received:
Get a good accountant. “It’s helped my
growth as much as anything.”
Best business advice he ever gave:
“Money doesn’t make any difference
other than to make a living. You really
need a career that is something you
enjoy.”
Read more here: http://www.kansas.
com/news/business/article33653508.
html#storylink=cpy
Wichita Chapter officers for 2016 are:
Lanny Butner – Chairman
Tom Pronold – Treasurer
Lanny Butner
Chairman

Tom Stander (left) and the November guest
speaker, Ned Sterne.

In November, consultant Ned Sterne
gave a talked titled “The Geology of the
Colorado Trail.” In the summer of 2015,
Ned walked the entire 487 miles of the
Colorado Trail, from Denver to
Durango. Along the way, Ned looked at
every outcrop along the trail and made a
cross-section along the Colorado Trail.
It is his hope that the section and accompanying maps will provide a geologic
overlay to the Colorado Trail data book.
Hikers he met along the way did not
know much about the geology of the
trail, but were always interesting. Ned
gave a very interesting talk on his adventure.
In December, the Denver Chapter
held its always popular holiday party at
the Briarwood Inn in Golden.
Sue Cluff
Secretary
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MIDLAND
Our October speaker was Richard S.
Bishop, #3092, chief geologist of RSK
(UK) Limited in Houston. His talk was
entitled “World Oil Supply in
Transition.” This talk was presented at
the 2015 SIPES Convention AllConvention luncheon. Historically, estimates of global oil supply have been
based on a combination of resource volume and forecasted demand. The price
was driven largely by the giant and
super-giant conventional fields and
reflected a rough parity of cost between
the cheapest and most expensive producer. Today, the relatively low-cost oil
coming from the giants is no longer sufficient to meet global demand.
Consequently, forecasting supply and
price has been complicated by the wide
range of costs, technological improvements and changes in the market. In an
open market scenario, the price of oil is
determined by the sale of the most
expensive oil needed to make up the
total supply. However, traders are divided between those that perceive the market being determined by supply, and
those that see it as being a derivative of
the macro-economy (i.e., GDP). Today,
we see an uneasy equilibrium between
these two determinants of price with a
probability of increasing price volatility
as the character of supply moves from a
more homogenous past of rough parity
of costs to a lumpier one with disparate
project economics.
The combination of technology and
increased price has added large volumes
to the reserve base, but much of these
additions are “high cost” oil which is at
the highest risk in the event of price
declines that we are experiencing today.
Forecasting oil price is not yet a “settled
science,” but our look at the transition
includes consideration of:
 Shut in capacity: excess production
capacity has shrunk from 15 million
BOPD in the ‘80s, to around 4 to 6 million BOPD in the last decade, to perhaps
as low as 2 to 3 MBOPD today. This
means that global oil supply is evolving
from one with flexibility to “just in
time.” The impact on price driven by
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At the October meeting are (L toR) 2015
Chapter Chairman Wendell Creech, speaker
Richard Bishop, 2016 Chapter Chairman
Fred Behnken, and Vice Chairman Roger
Freidline.

demand instead of low cost will become
more significant as excess supply shrinks
and low cost production cannot be
expanded.
 Reserve addition/increasing production: the cost to add new production
ranges from approximately $25 billion to
over $50 billion per million BOPD. We
estimate that the giant fields (i.e., the
low cost producers) are approximately
50 percent depleted and significant
expansion of their production rate is
unlikely. Furthermore, even though
global reserve volumes have grown, the
time and cost to add production has
increased significantly.
 Logistics: industry has limitations
on how fast new production can be
added, particularly from complex new
resources. In addition, “high cost” oil
resources require significant changes in
the transportation and refining infrastructure.

Capital: the increased cost obviously means one is investing in the
higher cost asset, not the lowest.
Further, there is increasing risk of political intervention in all areas of production.
 Politics: unstable states, sanctity of
contract and access to resources are
increasingly significant concerns and
limitations.
 Macro-economics: exporters of low
cost oil are the primary beneficiaries of
increased price. An unseen side effect of
the transfer of wealth from importers to
exporters has been to increase the fragility of the global financial system. The
EIA estimates that over $500 billion

USD per year is flowing into the Gulf
Region which, especially when leveraged, can impact the global financial
stability. This transfer will continue due
to the unabated increase in the demand
for work performed by oil, and the value
of the U.S. dollar.
 Optimizing oil price: exporters will
seek to maximize their profits but may
also cause global economic restrictions,
thus reducing demand and increasing
price volatility.
 The “Missing Barrels:” the difference between production and consumption should be shown by the amounts in
storage, but this is not the case.
These changes have become more significant within the last decade and the
consequences are beginning to emerge.
The most visible is the tightening of
excess supply and its vulnerability to
interruption. This tightening is not likely to ease due to the high cost of adding
new supply, limitations of low cost production, and lack of incentive for low
cost producers to increase production.
Nonetheless, we have much lower prices
today, apparently due to increased sensitivity of price to multiple conditions and
not just supply and demand. The implication of these trends is a long-term
upward pressure on the cost of oil supply which can only be supported with
appropriate price.
In November, our speaker was Keith
Skaar. His talk was “Applying
Fundamentals ‘101’ of Unconventional
Shale Production to the Exploration and
Development of the Wolfcamp ‘A,’
Wolfcamp ‘B,’ and Lower Spraberry
Shale – A Case Study.” This talk was
presented at the 2015 SIPES Convention
and is available for viewing on the SIPES
Foundation streaming film library.
In 1997, Mitchell Energy kicked off
the modern “unconventional” resource
play by applying a slick water frac technique to the Barnett Shale. In the subsequent eighteen years, unconventional
resource plays have been expanded to
the Eagle Ford, Marcellus, Utica,
Woodford, Bossier, just to name a few.
As the industry tests the productivity of
(Continued)
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other organic basinal shales, and continues on the path, developing long-term
commercialization of well tested unconventional plays, understanding the fundamentals of hydrocarbon production
from unconventional reservoirs is crucial – i.e., how does a shale produce,
absent the presence of any conventional
permeability(?). This talk suggested that
brittle hydrocarbon saturated shales produce by a method of “hydrocarbon
expulsion across the micro-fracture face
in response to ΔP”. This talk summarized three fundamental factors necessary for commercial production in
unconventional reservoirs: mature
hydrocarbons, brittle homogenous rock
mechanics, and the presence of commercial OOIP/OGIP volumes. While
reviewing each of these topics, this talk
discussed identifying favorable unconventional reservoir facies using basinal
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November luncheon sponsor Lindsay Ballard of EnergyNet, and Roger Freidline.

depositional geomorphological models
and cover diagenetic maturity development. All of these factors were applied
to make a successful “step out” of over
45 miles in the Midland Basin to test the
Wolfcamp and Lower Spraberry Shales

in a 20,000-acre block developing over
400 MMBOE of proven reserves.
There was no meeting in December.
Bill Mueller
Secretary
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NEW ORLEANS
Our October luncheon was held at
Andrea’s Restaurant in Metairie. The
SIPES Members were joined by Rachel
Gaspard and Joseph Frank, students
from the University of New Orleans
who each received financial awards from
the New Orleans Chapter. They were
accompanied by their faculty advisor,
Dr. Mark Kulp. The students are analyzing industry data to assess the role of
shallow faulting in Southeast Louisiana.
The luncheon program featured a presentation by local geologist Tom
Bergeon, who spoke on “40 Years of
Evolution in Gulf of Mexico –
Exploration Geology: Play Concepts,
Prospecting Tools, and Risk Assessment
Through Time.” In his presentation,
Tom described the many advances in
technology, geologic concepts and
resources that have become available in
the last forty years that have been utilized to reduce risk and differentiate the
ever-elusive oil discovery from the nonprospective dry hole. He noted that
despite our great technological advancements, in many cases the key risks have
often been reduced but not fully mitigated. The search for competitive
advantages in prospecting has been the
driver for many new technological
breakthroughs.
Tom noted that the seasoned geologists present had lived through this evo-
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lution. The key advances in geological
concepts include deepwater turbidites,
subsalt, Norphlet Aeolian dunes, nonamplitude deep Miocene and Wilcox
and deeper plays on the shelf. In addition, the last forty years saw the advancement of seismic data from 2D grids to
3D proprietary seismic over core company fields then evolving to extensive
“spec” 3D surveys. Although many
fields were already densely drilled prior
to the 3D, re-interpretation has led to
significant additional reserves. To the
younger generation of earth scientists, it
is hard to imagine a world in which seismic interpretation was not done on a
workstation, but atop a drafting table.
There was a high reliance on well data,
folded paper seismic lines, colored pencils, and 2-way times and dip arrows
scribbled on a map. These 2D practices
are still utilized in certain plays or by
smaller independents.
As wells went to deeper water depths
and deeper objectives, new technology
was required to fully evaluate prospects,
frame the risks and economics, and
develop infrastructure to produce
reserves. These technologies include
amplitude anomalies, amplitude versus
offset analysis, subsalt imaging, basin
maturation models, and reservoir modeling. These have been key to advancing
exploration and helping to predict the
presence of hydrocarbons. Despite such

advances, the risk associated with discovering an oil field relies on four key
factors all working: reservoir rock, trap,
charge and seal. There are many uncertainties in predicting any one of these
factors. As the basins and play concepts
evolved, the large discoveries were typically found early with present day exploration focusing through time on more
elusive and generally smaller targets.
Our November luncheon was the
annual Joint Energy Industry Association
Luncheon at the New Orleans Roosevelt
Hotel with twenty-three other energyrelated societies. The keynote speaker
was Eric Smith, associate director of the
Tulane Energy Institute at Tulane
University’s Freeman School of
Business. Dr. Smith gave a similar talk at
the September SIPES luncheon, however, the detailed information was wellreceived, even by those who had heard it
only two months before. Among the
topics presented were global oil supply
and demand, the role of OPEC, and U.S.
current and projected production.
The December luncheon was our
annual “Open Mike” meeting where
members were encouraged to share
whatever was on their minds. Following
several announcements and lunch, the
members shared humor, news, and best
wishes.
Art Johnson
Secretary
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HOUSTON
Our October luncheon speaker was
Robert C. Shoup, #3020, who gave a
presentation entitled “Ten Habits of
Highly Successful Oil Finders.” These
habits are succinctly summarized in his
abstract from last month’s chapter newsletter and he further illustrated them
with examples in his presentation. This
talk has its roots in a study that began in
the 1960s when a company identified its
successful geologists, and wished to
enumerate their distinctive traits.
Since that time, we as a society have
become more and more dependent on
technology and less dependent on intuition. These days, many of us accept as
fact, anything that comes out of a computer. Flawed, model driven predictions
are seen every day in scientific and economic circles. Technology is just a tool
to help us, not a means to an end. Our
objective as explorationists is to find oil
and gas profitably; in order to do so, we
must make accurate estimates. In the
1980s, geoscience was done by hand
with a typical workstation consisting of a
drafting table, colored pencils and paper
logs or seismic sections. Exploration
chance of success probabilities were
around 25% at the time. Over the next
thirty years, workstations evolved to
powerful computers, mouse clicks and
large projects. During that entire time,
the chance of success only increased to
about 30%. Critical thinking skills have
suffered through that technological
shift. Only 20% of today’s geoscientists
have drawn a map by hand, and only 25%
have laid out a cross section digitally.
For those of you paying attention, I
mean by hand and not by computer.
Computers are wonderful tools to create
maps and cross sections but to do so
accurately, you must know your computer algorithms and fundamental geoscience. These intuitive skills are transferred primarily from mentors, not
school or training classes.
Rather than repeat the habits from the
abstract, I’ll hit the high points of Bob’s
explanations:
Habit 1: When mapping a faulted surface, an interpreter must make fault
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October speaker Bob Shoup.

surface maps and ensure contour compatibility between fault blocks. He illustrated this problem with a “screw fault.”
A screw fault is one formed by merging
fault polygons with different senses of
vertical displacement into one geometrically impossible fault. The resulting
example led to a costly dry hole on the
Gulf of Mexico shelf.
Habit 2: Compressional tectonics
requires different techniques than extensional tectonics and braided streams are
governed by different input than meandering ones. Transferring extensional
mindset into a compressional regime
caused an improper interpretation on a
fault propagation fold prospect. Mapping
multiple horizons is critical to understanding all structural regimes.
Habit 3: Poor planning creates dry
holes. Even under a time crunch, your
interpretations must be as accurate as
possible.
Habit 4: There is a lot of data out
there and failing to use it all will result in
dry holes. Using restored tops across
faults will create better interpretations.
The technique is not time intensive and
serves as a quality control measure.
Habit 5: When making your cross sections, you must correlate both the sands
and the shales.
Habit 6: There are many geometric
techniques to correct for apparent thicknesses seen in steeply dipping formations, deviated wells and across faulted
structures.
Previously, I’ve touched on the geometric principles of Habits 7, 8, and 9.

Habit 10: You experienced folks out
there know that a prospect isn’t finished
until it is drilled, so detailed documentation is a must. Frequently there is a long
time between the prospect idea and
project execution. Additionally, staff
changes are aided by rigorous record
keeping. While these habits may seem
daunting to implement, doing so will
allow you to minimize mistakes and dry
holes.
Our November luncheon speaker was
State Representative Dwayne Bohac,
who provided a digest of the 2015 legislative session. He represents District
138 comprising much of West Houston
including Bear Creek, Cypress, the
Energy Corridor, Katy and Spring
Branch. Representative Bohac sits on
both the Public Education and Ways and
Means committees. He sees the state’s
role in four principal areas: education
from pre-kindergarten through 12th
grade, medication providing care to the
indigent, incarceration in prisons, and
transportation providing the state highway system.

State Representative Dwayne Bohac,
November guest speaker.

There were five primary focus areas
that resulted from the 2015 session.
They were the budget; property and
franchise tax relief; border security;
transportation, and education.
The state budget is always the first bill
passed in any legislative session. It covers a two-year span and currently
approaches $200 billion. The Texas
(Continued)
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budget is approximately 10% of the federal budget amount, and unlike the federal budget, it must be balanced. Sales
taxes are the primary source of funding
for the state.
There were a few items of special
interest to us in the upstream world. In
order to ease the burden of keeping up
with over 1,200 local government entities, the legislature passed HB40. This
bill formalizes the state control of oil and
gas regulation. While local government
retains limited control of surface issues,
subsurface regulation remains with the
state. The influence of oil and gas revenue on the state budget is quite large.
Each ten-dollar variation in WTI prices
leads to a two-billion-dollar change in
state tax revenue.
In June 2013, Tom Ewing, #1610,
began work at the BEG to put together a
summary volume on the geology of
Texas as geologists currently understand
it, to be designed for general audiences.
At present, the book is in final drafting,
editing and compositing; the anticipated
printing date is the spring of 2016. The
book will be about 360 pages long, fully
illustrated in color. It includes a comprehensive series of time-stratigraphic
charts and an atlas of paleogeography
and other features. The book begins
with a summary of landscapes and
regions of the state. Two short chapters
focus on general geologic principles and
the layering of the earth beneath Texas,
and the plate-tectonic position of Texas
through geologic time. Four subsequent
chapters tell the story of Texas history
from Proterozoic through Cenozoic,
then into the Holocene. Finally, two
chapters survey Texas resources and
hazards.
The project also includes a website,
which forms part of the BEG website. It
will include statewide information; some
material from the book; and a series of
70-plus 'Great Places to View Texas
Geology.' These are miniature field trip
guides to highlight publicly accessible
places to be wowed by Texas rocks and
landscapes. Each site includes a nontechnical discussion of what you see,
why it's important; a gallery of photo-
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At the December meeting are (L to R)
Members Paul Babcock, Don Neville
and speaker Tom Ewing.

graphs; and a few references and websites for more information. Southeast
Texas sites included in the Great Places
include: Stone City and Somerville
(Eocene), the Rayburn Dam area
(Catahoula), LaGrange (Oakville),
Brazos Bend (Brazos bottomland), and
the Liberty/Anahuac (Trinity River and
delta), and the Sabine Pass, Bolivar
Peninsula and Galveston-Freeport areas
in the coastal zone.
To write such a summary involved
summarizing and synthesizing hundreds
of geological reports and articles. That
has led to some interesting new insights,
a few of which follow:
 One terrane that used to form part
of Texas (south of the former Marathon
Basin) was detached in the Cambrian
and later sheared off to form 'Cuyania' in
South America. Another may be present
under East Texas.
 Closing the Paleozoic ocean southeast of Texas ejected the material we see
today in the Ouachita and Marathon
areas. But the closing was not a highimpact continental collision.
 Gulf of Mexico extension had two
phases. The first extended the region in
a SE direction at upper and lower crustal
levels. This extension formed a broad,
hot and dry basin lying below sea level,
which was then filled by salt as seawater
dribbled in. Afterwards, the second
phase produced new oceanic crust,
which rotated Yucatan over 40° counterclockwise. We can look at larger deltas
and make intelligent guesses at the rivers
that fed them and the highlands that
formed sediment. Major streams include

The SIPES 2015-2016
Membership Directory CD
has been mailed to
all SIPES Members.
Please Send/Email Your
Changes, Corrections and
Updated Pictures to the
SIPES Office:
4925 Greenville Avenue
Suite 1106
Dallas, TX 75206
sipes@sipes.org
Spiral-bound copies of the
directory are available for:
$45 (Members)
$85 (Non-Members)
from the Dallas office.
a 'Lone Oak River' which drained the
Hueco Arch and others areas in the
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous; a 'Cox
River' draining southwest in the Albian;
and a 'Bigfoot River' reaching from Big
Bend to central Texas in the late
Cretaceous.
In addition to our speaker, this month
Dan Smith, #1647, received the Houston
Chapter’s 2015 Outstanding Independent Award for his lifelong contributions to Gulf Coast exploration and
SIPES. Deborah Sacrey gave a wonderful summary reflecting his experience.
Russell Hamman
Vice Chairman
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LAFAYETTE
The Lafayette Chapter of SIPES holds
its monthly meetings at the Petroleum
Club of Lafayette, Louisiana on the second Wednesday of each month. Our
second meeting of the fall was the annual Bar B Que held in Girard Park. The
weather was great, food was better and
the lies were endless. Perhaps a confidentiality agreement needs to be signed
before the meeting begins, just in case
there is something of significance that
may be mentioned. But then most confidentiality agreements are not worth the
paper they are printed on unless you can
trust the author, so that may not be a
good idea after all.

National Director Bill Finley (left) and
Chapter Chairman Tom Poché at the
annual Bar B Que in October.

Our November meeting featured
Christy
Gresham
presenting
“Petrographic Analysis for Evaluating
Formation Damage Potential based on
the Sensitive Clay Identifications and

November guest speaker Christy Gresham
and Tom Poché.

Locations within Pore Systems.” Christy
did an excellent job of making the group
more aware of damage mechanisms and
how to predict them. Of particular note,
consolidated, side wall core and conventional core samples give the best representation of the targeted reservoir and
can be analyzed via thin section petrography, scanning electron microscopy/
energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/
EDX), and x-ray diffraction (XRD).
Mud log samples (a.k.a. drill cuttings)
may be measured via XRD, but ambiguous results may occur due to drilling
mud contamination. Therefore, the best
results for the identification, quantification, and location of sensitive minerals
within sandstone pores can be obtained
by utilizing a combination of petrographic analyses as listed above. Meeting
highlights below:
Our annual Christmas Dinner and
Wild Party was held on December 9th at
the Lafayette Petroleum Club. The

Wayne Blue Burns Band provided music
for our dancing and listening pleasure
again this year. We had plenty of great
food, some adult beverages taken in
mass quantities and a plethora of dance
music from our trio. No discussion
ensued on the price of oil, dry holes,
declining production or anything negative. This is forbidden at our annual
party. Any violators are stripped of their
drink tickets and are sentenced to weekly meetings for three months at SIPWA
(Society of Independent Petroleum
Whiners Association).

Attendees at the annual Christmas Dinner
held at the Lafayette Petroleum Club.

For membership or Lafayette Chapter
information contact Tom Poché, chairman (tpoche@shelfenergy.com) or King
Munson, secretary/treasurer (kingmunson@gmail.com).
Tom Poché
Chairman
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WICHITA MOUNTAINS CONTINUED

Figure 1. The view west from Mount Scott, the easternmost tall peak, into the core of the
Wichita Mountains reveals rocky knobs and valleys that are largely underlain by granite. The
granite and other igneous rocks are products of magmatism associated with formation of the
Southern Oklahoma Aulacogen (SOA). The Wichita Mountains are an important window into
viewing the nature of the SOA and the subsequent processes that shaped the region.

produces lower topography underlain by
rhyolite unconformably covered by
deformed marine sediments. To the
northwest, the mountains are largely
inselbergs separated by expanses of
younger sedimentary materials. In this
portion, the core of the range is gabbro
and anorthosite, with granite inselbergs
elsewhere.
The igneous materials found in these
mountains are products of the Southern
Oklahoma Aulacogen (SOA - Figure 3),
a prominent feature in the basement of
north Texas, southern Oklahoma and
beyond (Buckey, 2012; Soreghan et al.,
2012). The SOA is the preserved failed
arm of latest-Proterozoic earliest-Cambrian continental rifting. It potentially
served as the axis for subsidence in the
early Paleozoic. And its nature and
geometry influenced control over the
distribution of regional deformation
during the late Paleozoic. This includes
formation of the basement-cored uplift
exposed in the Wichita Mountains and
the deeply down-warped Arkoma basin
to the northeast (Kluth and Coney,
1981).

The SOA as seen in the
Wichita Mountains
The SOA is the likely product of continental rifting during the late
Proterozoic-early Cambrian (600-530
Ma), the result of Rodinian supercontinental breakup accompanying the opening of the Iapetus Ocean (Hanson et al.,
2013). The igneous rocks exposed in the
Wichita Mountains are typical of rift
magmatism in terms of major- and traceelement composition (Hogan and
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Gilbert, 1998). The exposed products
are dominated by few rock types; those
from mafic lithologies, such as diabase
(subvolcanic basalt), gabbro, anorthosite, and felsic rocks like granite and
rhyolite.
The sequence of the SOA magmatic
events preserved in the Wichita
Mountains begins with the Glen
Mountains Layered Complex (GMLC),
a repeating series of gabbro and anorthosite. The exposure reveals only a portion
of a much larger complex, as it is likely
to be similar to those at Stillwater,
Montana or the Bushveld of South
Africa (Powell and Phelps, 1977).
Despite its likely mid-crustal origins,
exposures and drilling indicate that the
GMLC was uplifted and exposed to erosion during SOA formation to produce
an unconformable surface covered by
the rhyolites of the Carlton Group (Ham
et al., 1964; Powell et al., 1980).
The GMLC is pierced by five relatively small, biotite-bearing gabbroic
plutons of Roosevelt Gabbro. Although
lithodemically included with the GMLC
as the Raggedy Mountains Gabbro
Group, the Roosevelt Gabbro is chemically and mineralogically distinct from
and demonstrably younger than the
GMLC. Their temporal relationship
with the felsic rocks is somewhat ambiguous; they may be roughly contemporaneous to significantly older than the
granites and rhyolites (Powell et al.,
1980; Price et al., 1998). In a stratigraphic sense, the Roosevelt Gabbro and
the GMLC underlie the bulk of the felsic magmatism; the denser mafic units
were emplaced at lower levels in the

crust than their lighter felsic counterparts (Hogan et al., 1998).
The Carlton Rhyolite Group is
exposed in the eastern Wichita
Mountains and stratigraphically covers
other SOA magmatic rocks. It is also the
only SOA magmatic product found at
the surface in the Arbuckle Mountains
of south-central Oklahoma, located 60
mi (100 km) along the SOA trend to the
southeast. This distinctive red-brown
rock with flecks of pink feldspars has
also been pulled from a number of basement-penetrating drill holes along the
trend between the two mountain belts
(Ham et al., 1964). The group is composed of relatively small number of flow
units. Whereas most rhyolite bodies of
this scale and distribution are ash flows
and ash falls, the individual units of this
group are dominated by voluminous lava
flows (Finegan and Hanson, 2014).
Felsic magmatism continued after the
onset of the Carlton rhyolite to also produce the Wichita Granite Group. These
were emplaced as a series of tabular
plutons that exploited the horizon
between the GMLC and the Carlton
Rhyolite (Hogan et al., 1998). Rocks of
this group are all similar alkali-feldspar
granites and are differentiated only by
slight variations in composition and texture. The exposed granites are various
grades of pink, brick red, and orange red
and principally of two textures, nearequigranular or porphyritic. Some grade
into textures that indicate near or surface cooling (i.e. volcanic).
Diabase dikes intrude all of the SOA
igneous rocks and are found throughout
the basement rocks of southern
Oklahoma, including those of the crust
that
surrounds
the
SOA
(Mesoproterozoic Southern GraniteRhyolite Province) that is exposed in the
eastern Arbuckle Mountains. The full
extent of diking is not known, because
these features are difficult to recognize
because weathering obscures surface
exposures (Powell et al., 1980). Diabase
magmatism is coincident with some of
(Continued)
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the early granite emplacement (Price et
al., 2012). But given that dikes cross-cut
all other units, diabase magmatism also
concludes the magmatic history of the
SOA in the early Cambrian.

After the magmatism:
long subsidence and
dramatic uplift
With the cessation of magmatism, this
region became a locus for sedimentary
deposition throughout much of the early
Paleozoic. Incursion of epiric seas began
with the late Cambrian Reagan
Sandstone and continued to produce an
estimated 15,000 ft. (4.5 km) of sediment by the Mississippian (Miall and
Blakey, 2008). The lower 10,000 ft. (3
km) of this sequence, members of the
Timber Hills and Arbuckle Groups, is
exposed in the northeastern Wichita
Mountains. More complete sections,
particularly of the mid and upper 15,000
ft. (4.5km) are prominently exposed in

the Arbuckle Mountains. These rocks
famously include many of the sources
and reservoirs of petroleum in the
region.
The closing of the Iapetus Ocean and
associated plate collision during the
Mississippian and Pennsylvanian to
form the Pangean supercontinent resulted in regional compression. In addition
to the uplift of the of an SOA-parallel
block that surfaced the igneous rocks,
deformation included the downwarping
of the Anadarko basin. This deep basin
begins a mere 9 miles (15 km) north of
the core of the Wichita Mountains. In
the basin, the entire lower Paleozoic section seen in the Wichita and Arbuckle
Mountains is buried by about 23,000 ft.
(7 km) of Pennsylvanian and Permian
rock units (Brewer, 1982). The deformation was accommodated by movement
along the Frontal Fault Zone, a fault
system that parallels the SOA trend.

This includes the Mountain View and
Meers faults (Keller and Stephenson,
2007). Compression was also accommodated by folding within the lower-Paleozoic carbonates. The uplifted block
extends northwest along the SOA trend
and is demonstrably linked to Ancestral
Rockies Orogenesis (Soreghan et al.,
2012).
Erosion removed the early-Paleozoic
overburden from the uplifted block.
This produced two near-source sedimentary deposits. The first is the
Granite Wash, arkose and conglomerate
found in the subsurface in the Anadarko
basin adjacent to the uplifted block.
These Pennsylvanian deposits are not
exposed in the Wichita Mountains, but a
second deposit of alluvial material is
extensively visible in and adjacent to the
mountains. This is the Post Oak
Formation, conglomerate dominated by
rounded clasts of adjacent igneous or

Figure 3. A cross-section through much of the North American continent showing the distribution of basement rocks and the position of the
Southern Oklahoma Aulacogen. Modified from a diagram by Pratt et al. (1992). The extent of the SOA is based on Soreghan et al. (2012).
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carbonate materials that interfingers with Permian fluvial
strata (Al-Shaieb et al., 1980). The Post Oak Formation rests
unconformably on many of the igneous rocks in the Wichita
Mountains.
The Wichita Mountains are considered by many as fossil
topography – landforms likely shaped by Permian weathering
and erosion, buried, and only recently exhumed (Gilbert,
1982; Gilbert and Powell, 1988). Many of the hill and drainage morphologies are best explained as products of excavated
paleotopography. These late-Paleozoic mountains were buried by thick fluvial deposits produced locally and by the continued erosion of the Ouachita uplift to the east. The region
was covered with Mesozoic and Paleogene sediments, potentially burying the mountains to modest depths. Quaternary
erosion removed these and is currently working into the
Permian cover from the east, revealing the modern Wichita
Mountains.

Summary
The Wichita Mountains provide a window into the southern-Oklahoma (and north-Texas) basement. The rugged terrain is dominated by mafic and felsic igneous rock, the products of the Southern Oklahoma Aulacogen (SOA), an arm of
late Proterozoic-early Cambrian continental rifting.
Magmatism of the SOA produced a layered mafic complex,
smaller gabbro plutons, tabular granite plutons, and widespread rhyolite lava flows, all cut by basaltic dikes. These were
buried by the great lower-Paleozoic carbonate factory of the
Laurentian interior, preserved in part on the Wichita
Mountain’s northeastern flank. The faulted, uplifted, and
deformed terrain resulting from Pangean formation brought
the once deeply buried SOA igneous rocks to the surface. The
resulting erosion is preserved in alluvial deposits, products of
the processes that shaped the region during the Permian. It is
these exhumed features that now dominate the region’s current topography.
This thumbnail sketch provides only the briefest of insights
into this setting. The curious reader should seek out Oklahoma
Geological Survey (OGS) Guidebook #39 by the region’s
foremost expert, M. Charles Gilbert, for a non-technical overview of the Wichita Mountains. Those wishing a deeper
understanding of the SOA should also refer to OGS Guidebook
#38, edited by Neil Suneson. The truly curious should visit;
the Wichita Mountains are easily accessed by highway with a
climate that permits year-round interaction.
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SIPES Dallas Chapter 2016 Field Trip –
A Weekend in the Wichita Mountains
Dates: May 6-8, 2016
Price: $175 per person. All participants must be registered in advance.
Price includes:
• Friday evening reception at Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls with beverages and appetizers
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
• Saturday bus transportation from Lawton, Oklahoma with onboard beverages, Saturday lunch and
dinner. Bus will depart from the Springhill Suites in Lawton, Oklahoma at 8:00 a.m.
Accommodations:
Participants will pay for their own lodging on Friday and Saturday nights by calling the Springhill Suites
in Lawton, Oklahoma at 580-248-8500 and asking for the SIPES Discount.
Details:
This field trip is expected to be moderately strenuous at times, with some hiking involved. All attendees
participate at their own risk. Neither the SIPES Dallas Chapter nor the SIPES National Organization accept
responsibility for accidents, cancellations due to weather, etc. In the event of a weather cancellation, the
trip will be rescheduled.
Information:
Email David Shiels at david@shielsengineering.com or call 214-577-5987 for additional information
on this trip.
Payment:
Make your check payable to SIPES Dallas Chapter and mail it to SIPES-Dallas, P.O. Box 600253,
Dallas, TX 75360-0253, along with the registration form below.
Registration Form:
Name of Participant(s) __________________________________________________________________
Email Address _________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number ________________________________________________________________________
Food Allergies _________________________________________________________________________
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Technology Corner
Neuralog, the Independent's Technology for your Toolbox
by Javan Meinwald, Neuralog Consultant
Last quarter in the SIPES Technology
Corner article, Wayne Hoskins, #2661,
new board member for the Technology
Communications Committee, wrote
about the importance of the tools in your
earth science toolbox, and announced an
upcoming article about Neuralog technology and web-based data. This quarter
we have been asked to write about some
of the tools available from Neuralog and
use of free web-based data. Neuralog
tools are designed for the independent
petroleum earth scientist. They are lower-cost, quick to use with available
resources, and very efficient, performing admirably on any Pentium 4 computer or better with 100 MB of disk
space and running most Windows
Operating Systems from Windows XP to
Windows 10.
Many geoscience projects start with
logs and maps, and many SIPES members have volumes of both on paper,
used over the years and marked with
valuable interpretations. These logs,

maps or other data in your office, your
partner’s office, data room or at a geological library can be scanned with the
portable NeuraScanner and used in
numerous raster-capable software packages.
Having access to your information,
whether in the cloud or on your laptop
(think thousands of logs, maps, reports
and other data) will increase your productivity dramatically – no more hunting through file cabinets, etc. An online
library can be properly organized and
accessed by any geoscience data type in
Neuralog Desktop. Desktop can also link
to other external databases creating easy
data access from all available sources in
a single view. It has numerous viewers
for logs, documents, tables, and an Esri
map interface.
Free scanned and digital logs and associated well data are also available off the
web from many areas including Texas,
California, Louisiana, Ohio, Alaska,
Wyoming, North Dakota, offshore U.S.

and more. The volume and type of data
vary by area, but many include: permits,
digital and raster logs, scout tickets,
tops, lithologic descriptions, core data,
completion reports, initial production,
production history, pool outlines, geochemistry, oil and gas charts, research
and statistics, royalty reporting, water
data, etc. Along with your own data you
can use this free data to generate and
evaluate prospects or other earth science issues in NeuraSection. You can
correlate logs, make simple or sophisticated cross sections, hand map or computer map reservoirs, calculate volumetrics and reserves, and create a full montage of your full play concept.
NeuraSection comprehends almost
every variety of log, well or map file, and
most imagery and graphics. It is faster
and easier to install and operate and
costs less than other alternative petroleum geoscience software systems.

(Continued)
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When you need to convert images/
scans to numerical values Neuralog provides NeuraLog and NeuraMap for
automated digitizing of logs, maps,
GEOtiff’s and many other graphics.
Automated digitizing is much faster
than any other digitizers as they operate
more or less manually. The speed and
accuracy of digitizing and other capabilities make NeuraLog and NeuraMap
worth serious consideration. Additional
capabilities include making calibrated
raster files of logs, maps and imagery,
map data conversion, log data conditioning and calculations, log data reporting,
and advanced volumetrics, reserves and
reporting.
As our customers will tell you,
Neuralog software and hardware provide lower cost and time efficient tools
that make sense for independent petroleum earth scientists and can be bundled
at a nice discount.
In light of the current difficulties arising for independents from low oil prices,
Neuralog will be providing an annual
license of NeuraSection at the cost of
maintenance only (62% discount) for the
immediate future to SIPES Members in
each chapter. Use the independent's
technology and renew next year for the
same discount. Please register to learn
more at neuralog.com/SIPES or call
Neuralog directly at 1-281-240-2525.


Technology Question
Anyone who has experience
with converting geological
PETRA projects into Geographix,
please email Lee Winn, #3077, at
petrogeo@msn.com.
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The SIPES Foundation gratefully accepts all donations and acknowledges these contributions with a letter.
Due to limited space in the newsletter, we are unable to list gifts under $50.
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SIPES Vision Statement

To be the pre-eminent organization for furthering
the professional and business interests
of independent practitioners of the earth sciences.
In achieving this vision, emphasis will be placed on
(1) professional competence,
(2) professional business ethics, and
(3) presenting a favorable, credible
and effective image of the Society.
Adopted by the SIPES Board of Directors
September 21, 1996

